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Biographers  and  others  have  written  much  about  Wodehouse’s  misadventures

during  the  Second World  War,  when he  was  caught  unawares  in  the  South  of

France by the German invasion, and was interned in Upper Silesia as an enemy

alien. Then in Berlin he made ill-advised broadcasts for German radio, treating his

captivity lightly, so that he was accused of betraying his country by giving comfort

to the enemy. The angry response to these broadcasts in Britain severely damaged

his reputation; it was hurtful enough to ensure that he never again made his home

in England. What is less well known is that 20 years earlier, during the First World

War, Wodehouse had also been out of step with his country’s mood, a disparity that

becomes the more striking when what he wrote during these years is set beside the

wartime writing of his older brother, Armine.

Distanced from the war

Several years before the war began P.  G. Wodehouse was already refusing to take it

seriously. In 1909 he wrote The Swoop, or How Clarence Saved England, a short book

parodying the invasion novels and stories that had been popular since 1871, when

General Sir  George Tomkyns Chesney’s  The Battle  of  Dorking had tantalized and

horrified English readers by suggesting that the military tactics used to crush the
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French army in the brief and violent Franco-Prussian War of 1870 would meet little

effective resistance in an England complacently used to the habits of peacetime. The

Riddle of the Sands  (1903) by Erskine Childers is probably the most distinguished

example of this invasion genre, and 1909 had seen the publication of the book that

suggested Wodehouse’s title: The Swoop of the Vulture by James Blyth (the Vulture, of

course, being the Imperial Eagle proudly rampant on German flags and helmets).1

Since 1901, Wodehouse had been a contributor of jokes, parodies and skits for

the  Globe  newspaper’s  ‘By  the  Way’  column,  which  he  edited  from  1904.

Characteristically, this column poked broad fun at the antics of politicians and other

celebrities, at the excesses of journalism, and at the preoccupations of the serious. It

was in the spirit of such writing that Wodehouse wrote The Swoop, which makes fun

not  only  of  the  invasion  scares,  but  also  of  the  recently  formed  Boy  Scout

movement.

Clarence,  the  book’s  hero,  is  a  keen  Scout,  possessed  by  the  kind  of

earnestness  and  simple  piety  that  makes  him  the  antithesis  of  the  suave  and

sophisticated Psmith, who had recently made his first appearance in the  Captain

magazine.2 Clarence

was  a  sturdy  lad  of  some  fourteen  summers.  He  was

neatly,  but not gaudily,  dressed in a flat-brimmed hat,  a
1  For other satires of invasion literature see A. A. Milne’s The Secret of the Army Aeroplane’, (‛ Punch, 26 May 1908) and 

Saki’s novel When William Came (1914).

2  The Lost Lambs, later published as the second half of Mike (1909), was serialized in the Captain between April and 

September, 1908. The New Fold, serialized between October 1908 and March 1909, became the novel Psmith in the City (1910).
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coloured handkerchief, a flannel shirt, a bunch of ribbons,

a haversack, football shorts, brown boots, a whistle, and a

hockey-stick.  He  was,  in  fact,  one  of  General  Baden-

Powell’s Boy Scouts. (The Swoop, Chapter One)

This meant that he was very much a boy of his time. Baden-Powell’s  Scouting for

Boys had been published in 1908, and 1909 saw the first huge Scout rally, at the

Crystal Palace in London, which attracted 10,000 boys, and also a number of like-

minded girls.

Wodehouse is amused by the pretensions of the Scout movement to being the

alert and ever-ready guardians of the land. In  The Swoop,  the rest of England is

engrossed  in  the  Test  Match;  only  Clarence  notices  that  multiple  invasions  are

taking place. Germans land in Essex, Russians in Yarmouth and the Mad Mullah

captures Portsmouth:

At precisely the same moment China,  at  last  awakened,

had  swooped  down  upon  that  picturesque  little  Welsh

watering-place,  Lllgxtplll,  and,  despite  desperate

resistance  on  the  part  of  an  excursion  of  Evanses  and

Joneses  from  Cardiff,  had  obtained  a  secure  foothold.

While these things were happening in Wales, the army of

Monaco had descended on Auchtermuchty, on the Firth of

Clyde. Within two minutes of this disaster, by Greenwich
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time,  a  boisterous  band  of  Young  Turks  had  seized

Scarborough. (The Swoop, Chapter Three)

This ludicrous beginning leads to even greater absurdity when the self-admiring

leaders of the invading nations discover that success on the music-hall stage is even

more flattering to their self-esteem than invasion.3 Craftily, Clarence plays on their

egotism to outsmart them all.  The scorn for politicians found in this early work

would be a constant in Wodehouse’s work through his career; notable examples

include his treatment of the fascist Spode in The Code of the Woosters and the bossy

left-wing activist Orlo Porter in Aunts Aren’t Gentlemen.

When  the  European  war  broke  out  in  August  1914,  Wodehouse  was  in

America, far from the patriotic zeal of the moment. This distance perhaps explains

the tone of ‛A Prisoner of War’, a story that appeared in the  Strand magazine in

February  1915.  This  introduces  Mrs  Porter,  a  puritanical  American  feminist  in

England at the start of the war. The illustration shows her in very mannish clothes,

and she begins the story by dismissing her odd-job man for unseemly behaviour. At

the  outbreak of  hostilities,  he  had deserted his  work,  had indulged in  extreme

patriotic singing at the local pub, and was later heard offering to fight the Kaiser

single-handed.  Mrs  Porter  disapproves  of  this:  ‘I  have  no  objection  to  England

going to war, but I will not have my odd-job man singing patriotic songs in the
3  Wodehouse is here developing a notion he had sketched in a humorous article, ‘Eminent Artistes’ (in The Books of Today 

and tThe Books of Tomorrow, 1907). Inspired by the appearance of the Prince and Princess de Broglie at the Tivoli Music Hall (where

the Princess sang ‘Love Mme and the World is Mine’ while her husband conducted the orchestra) P.G.Wodehouse in this piece 

imagined other notables performing music- hall turns. 
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garden  at  midnight’  (306).  Wodehouse  here  has  introduced  two  stereotyped

characters familiar from depictions of the Boer War, the ‛Mafficker , expressing hisʼ

patriotism through excessive drinking, and the starchy opinionated woman who is

opposed to the war.

Living  with  Mrs  Porter  is  her  daughter,  separated  from  her  (American)

husband, a pampered and selfish man, we are told, who was ‘inclined to consider

that the universe should run with his personal comfort as its guiding principle’

(306). His mother-in-law had taken charge of the situation, and carried the wife off

to England. Unexpectedly, Hailey, the selfish husband, arrives at the door of his

mother-in-law’s house, bedraggled and penniless. He had been in France when war

began, and managed to escape, but with nothing. He is not begging from his in-

laws, but wants them to tell him the address of a professor he knows, who would

lend  him  money  to  get  back  to  America.  Mrs  Porter  says  she  cannot  give  the

address, and will not give money to one so undeserving. Instead she employs him

as odd-job man to replace the patriot.

The  pampered  Hailey  now  has  to  work  for  his  living,  and  tackle  the

problems of real life (like giving Mrs Porter’s Irish terrier a bath). This, and the

proximity  of  the  wife  who  still  loves  him,  changes  him for  the  better,  and  he

becomes more self-reliant. By the time he meets the professor, he has the initiative

to book himself a passage home on a tramp steamer smelling of pigs. His wife, who
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has fallen in love with him, asks to come with him, and Mrs Porter ends the story

gratified that her scheme has made a man of Hailey.

The theme of the softy made manly is a common one in literature of the time,

but this may be the only example of wartime popular fiction where a man proves

his manliness by sailing away from the war, not towards it. In Wodehouse’s story,

the  war  is  presented without  emotion;  it  is  merely  a  plot  device,  providing an

occasion for the sacking of the odd-job man and the impoverishment of Hailey. Mrs

Porter’s  scepticism about the war effort  is not countered anywhere in the story.

There is a very notable difference of tone between ‘A Prisoner of War’ and another

light-hearted item in the same edition of the  Strand, Two Stripes’, an episode ofʽ

Sam Briggs Becomes a Soldier’ by Richard Marsh, a positive and lively story ofʽ

Kitchener’s  army in  training.  The magazine  also  includes  Master  and Pupil’,  aʽ

melodramatic story of the German occupation of northern France.

The  Strand printed  his  story,  but  Wodehouse  produced  nothing  like  it

afterwards. Perhaps he became aware that his sardonic view of the war was out of

step with the opinions of his British readers; equally possibly, he discovered that

fiction about the war (a divisive issue in America, some of whose cities had large

populations of German origin) was not popular with American editors at this time.

‛A Prisoner of War’ was not printed in the  Saturday Evening Post or  Cosmopolitan,

nor  in any of  the other  prestigious American markets  for  fiction which usually

welcomed stories  by Wodehouse;  it  was not  placed in  an American publication
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until  1916,  when it  appeared in  Illustrated Sunday Magazine, a supplement given

away with Sunday newspapers in a number of American cities.4

After ‛A Prisoner of War’, however, rather than present a wartime England

(of  which he could have no more than a second-hand idea),  Wodehouse,  when

setting his stories in Britain, imagined a land untouched by the great conflict. This

was a significant step on his way towards creating the imagined Arcadia, for ever

Edwardian, in which much of his most notable work is set. The first Wooster and

Jeeves stories were written on the other side of the Atlantic during wartime.

Keeping the Atlantic between himself and the war zone let Wodehouse in for

some adverse comment, and he fell out briefly with publishing firm A. and C. Black

over his seemingly unpatriotic absence in America (McCrum 108). It is unclear how

much this disturbed Wodehouse, who had good reasons for staying in America,

besides being medically unfit for the army. He had recently married, and from Miss

Springtime of 1916 onwards was consolidating his reputation as a witty and original

Broadway lyricist, helping to produce confections of light escapist entertainment,

whose  concerns  were  very  distant  from  the  harshness  of  battle.  The  Princess

Theatre shows on which he collaborated with Jerome Kern and Guy Bolton brought

4 In 1914 Wodehouse did produce some journalism satirising German propagandists’ attempts to justify their actions in

Belgium. The enterprising team behind the Madame Eulalie’s Rare Plums website have discovered a Wodehouse article published in

the London Sunday Chronicle (December 13, 1914) and the Perth West Australian (February 5, 1915) but probably originating in an

American newspaper. It is titled ‘Von Bernstorff: The Amazing Ambassador: Some reflections on “Kulchur.”’ and makes scornful fun

of the German Ambassador in America and his attempts to deny German atrocities at Louvain and elsewhere. There may be other

similar  pieces  waiting  to  be  discovered.  The  article  can  be  found  at  http://www.madameulalie.org/others/VonBernstorff.html

(accessed 26 July, 2015). 
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a freshness and originality to the musical stage, replacing clichés derived from the

operetta tradition with a more up-to-date and colloquial style. This success may

have been in small part due to the war, however, since it had now become far more

difficult to transfer shows from London, Berlin or Vienna, as had been the pre-war

practice; there were now greater opportunities for local talent, of which Kern and

his collaborators took advantage.

Between 1914 and 1917 the war is notably absent from Wodehouse’s work,

though  his  correspondence  shows  his  concern  about  it.  Relatively  few  of  his

wartime  letters  have  survived  to  be  collected  in  Sophie  Ratcliffe’s  edition,  but

several enquire after and express sympathy with friends and acquaintances who

had  enlisted.  There  are  none,  however,  that  mention  something  of  which

Wodehouse must have been very aware – the military career of his elder brother,

with  whom  as  a  boy  he  had  been  very  close,  though  their  lives  had  drifted

geographically far apart.

Second Lieutenant Armine Wodehouse

Ernest Armine Wodehouse, two years older than Pelham Grenville, and 35 in 1914,

had enlisted early in the war. Armine, as he was always known, had as a young

man taken full advantage of the educational opportunities denied to Wodehouse by

his father’s financial difficulties, attending Corpus Christi College, Oxford, where

he  obtained  a  first-class  degree  in  classics.  He  too  had  literary  ambitions,  and

attained prestigious recognition when he won the university’s Newdigate Prize for
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Poetry, for his poem Minos, in 1902, at a time when his younger brother was still

struggling  to  get  humorous  squibs  and  short  pieces  accepted  by  lowbrow

magazines and boys’ papers.

In 1911, Armine Wodehouse went to India as a professor of English at the

Central Hindu College, Varanasi. Here he met the charismatic Annie Besant, and

became deeply interested in Theosophy, the esoteric belief system which explored

mysteries of being and nature and proposed a theory of reincarnation. Theosophy

aroused much interest among early twentieth-century intellectuals and artists, its

most celebrated literary adherent being W.B. Yeats. Armine Wodehouse joined the

Theosophical  Society  of  India  and  became  its  organizing  secretary,  but  soon

returned to England in order to be one of the tutors for Krishnamurti, the young

man whom Theosophists believed destined to be the future leader of the world.

When  Krishnamurti  returned  to  India,  Wodehouse  stayed  behind  to  run  the

society’s  magazine,  The  Herald  of  the  Star (though  Krishnamurti  remained  its

nominal editor).

An early wartime recruit, Armine Wodehouse became an officer in the elite

and hard-fighting Scots Guards; the tough-minded attitude to war encouraged in

this  regiment  is  conveyed  by  Stephen  Graham,  the  Times correspondent  who

enlisted in the Scots Guards as a private:

The  regimental  tone  absolutely  forbade  admiration  of

anything in connection with Germans.  Killing Huns was
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our cheerful task as one of our leaders once told us. The

idea  of  taking  prisoners  had  become  very  unpopular

among the men. A good soldier was one who would not

take a prisoner. If called on to escort prisoners to the cage,

it could always be justifiable to kill them on the way and

say they tried to escape. (Graham 217)

Graham  tells  an  anecdote  of  an  officer-poet  (not  Armine  Wodehouse)  and  the

soldiers under his command:

An old-time sergeant goes up to his officer, who, by the

bye, was a poet, and wrote some very charming lyrics and

had  a  taste  in  Art,  and  salutes:  “Leave  to  shoot  the

prisoners,  sir?” “What do you want to shoot them for?”

asks the poet.  “To avenge my brother’s  death”,  says the

sergeant. I suppose the poet tells him to carry on. He pinks

the  Germans  one  by  one,  and  some  of  the  fellows  cry

“Bravo!” and in others the blood runs cold. (Graham 218)

Armine Wodehouse fought with the Scots Guards on the Somme, and was seriously

wounded when a bullet went through his right foot during the fight for the village

of  Ginchy in  September  1916.  He was transported back to  England,  and on 21

September a medical board evaluated his wound:
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The Board find that he was struck by a rifle bullet which

passed along the dorsum of the R. foot entering 1¾” below

& in  front  of  the  external  malleolus  and emerging  1¼”

below & in front of the internal malleolus. Both wounds

small, punctured & healthy. No signs of injury to bones or

joints – but not yet X Rayed. (WO 339/61633)

After a period of leave, he was declared unfit for service abroad, but was cleared as

fit for office duties; by spring 1917 he was working for John Buchan at the Ministry

of Information. When the War Office wanted him back, since they were considering

the  possibility  that  as  a  university  graduate  he  might  be  of  use  in  the  cipher

department, Buchan responded: ‘2nd Lieutenant Armine Wodehouse of the Scots

Guards  has  for  some  months  been  doing  valuable  work  in  the  Department  of

Information. I shall be very grateful if he can continue this work until he is passed

for general service’ (WO 339/61633).5

What  this  ‘valuable  work’ entailed  is  impossible  to  determine,  since  the

records of the Department of Information are untraceable. We cannot tell whether

his  article  condemning  conscientious  objectors  in  the  March  1917  issue  of  The

Herald of the Star was part of the department’s campaign, or just an expression of his

own commitment to the war. The article provoked a reply in a later issue from

5  When the War Office asked again in August, Buchan replied: ‘Lieut. Wodehouse has been doing very useful work for the 

Department for some time past, and just at present there happens to be a special pressure of work, so that I can ill spare his services’ .

(WO 339/61633).
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Bertrand  Russell,  the  intellectual  leader  of  the  pacifist  movement,  disputing

Armine’s contention that there was something peculiarly subjective and individual

about conscientious objection (Royden 16).

Armine Wodehouse was not only a committed soldier; he was still a poet. His

war verses appeared in the Daily Telegraph and the Fortnightly Review, as well as in

The Herald of the Star, and his collection  On Leave  was published in 1917 by Elkin

Matthews, with a foreword by Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch.

The critical consensus that has compiled the canon of Great War poetry has

tended to admire the poets (Graves, Sassoon, Owen, Gurney and others) who had

learned  from  the  Georgians  about  the  poetical  effectiveness  of  a  colloquial

vocabulary, neat forms and an ironic stance. Armine Wodehouse’s poems are a little

old-fashioned by Georgian standards; he often has an off-putting formality of tone,

sometimes uses archaisms and abstractions, and can lapse into the poeticisms that

Siegfried Sassoon knocked out of Wilfred Owen’s verse at Craiglockhart.

Nevertheless, the best of the poems have considerable power, and reveal a

soldier who was thinking deeply about the effect that the war was having on him.

His theosophical turn of mind is reflected in the poems in which he finds it difficult

to relate the banality of war to its greater purpose. This is a theme of ‘There Was

War in Heaven’, which depicts the modern soldier:

Weary and cold and wet,

Or writhing in fierce pain,
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Or simply bored – beneath that varied strain,

He has no time to set

His labours on a vaster stage,

To glimpse behind the fretting day s routineʼ

The shadow of a mightier scene,

The glory and the anguish of an Age. (On Leave 29)

The poet has been tempted to feel A thought of pain, / That this was all in vain!ʽ ʼ

and to despair that We are but pigmy actors in a plot / Which doth concern us notʽ ʼ

(On Leave 31).

He reflects, however, that this immersion in a daily round that hides larger

issues or greater purposes is not unique to war, but is actually part of the normal

human condition:  ‘To do,  to  do,  to  do and not  to  see,  /  Such is  the lot  of  frail

mortality!’ (On Leave 33)

Armine Wodehouse’s  most impressive poem is ‘Before Ginchy:  September

1916’. This poem conveys his disgust at the sight of a dead soldier, with images of

disease and horror:

Yon poisonous clod,

(Look! I could touch it with my stick!) that lies

In the next ulcer of this shell-pock’d land

To that which holds me now;

Yon carrion, with its devil-swarm of flies
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That scorn the protest of the limp, cold hand,

Seeming half-rais d to shield the matted brow;ʼ

Those festering rags whose colour mocks the sod;

And, O ye gods, those eyes!

Those staring, staring eyes! (On Leave 11)

The horrific depiction of a corpse is a familiar trope in war poetry. Less usual is

what  follows,  Armine  Wodehouse s  examination  of  his  own  reaction  to  theʼ

troubling  image  he  has  presented;  he  asks  why he  remains  undisturbed  by  it,

untroubled.

How can I gaze unmov d on sights like theseʼ

What hideous enervation bids me sit

Here in the shelter of this neighbour pit,

Untroubled, unperturbéd, at mine ease,

And idly, coldly scan

This fearsome relic of what once was man? (On Leave 11)

The inability to feel an appropriate emotion is a sign that he has been changed by

war:

They say we change, we men that come out here. 

But do they know how great that change? 

And do they know how darkly strange 

Are those deep tidal waves that roll 
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Within the currents of the soul, 

Down in the very founts of life, 

Out here? (On Leave 14)

This acknowledgement of war’s effect on the ‘darkly strange’ currents of the poet’s

own soul is actually quite rare in poetry of the Great War. This is neither patriotic

poetry nor a protest against war, but an exploration of human vulnerability, and an

awareness that the war, rather than being a horror totally separate from human life,

is  an  intensification  of  normal  experience  that  poses  moral  challenges  to  the

individual.

In 1917 America joined the war on the side of the Allies; P.G. Wodehouse

engaged with the spirit of the times, which in America encouraged propaganda of a

more crude and raucous nature than was usual in England. He collaborated on the

show  The Girl  behind the Gun,6 which made a pre-war French comedy topical by

interpolating patriotic material, some of it devised in collaboration with George M.

Cohan (of Yankee Doodle Dandy  fame). After the opening number of this show, aʽ ʼ

French colonel begins to sing a compendium of dramatic wartime clichés:

Over the top through shot and shell,

Thro fire and hell

I’ll lead my herd, 

The fighting Forty-Third,

6  Book by Guy Bolton and P. G. Wodehouse, based on Madam and her Godson, by Henniquin and Veber. Produced at the 

New Amsterdam Theatre, New York, between September 1918 and January 1919. 
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Smashing our way along

Over the top where bullets soar,

Where cannons roar,

Where heroes fall,

Yet off in the distance through it all,

I’ll hear this wondrous song. (Complete Lyrics 205)

This  is  soon  followed  by  the  stirring  title  number,  ‘The  Girl  behind  (the  Man

behind) the Gun :ʼ

Far away from the battle whirl

There is work to be done,

And that’s where you will find the girl

Behind the man behind the gun;

Brave and gay, there she toils away,

Tho’ her heart’s torn in two. (Complete Lyrics 206)

Less morale-building, but equally divorced from wartime realities, is ‘Back to the

Dear  Old  Trenches’,  sung  by  three  soldiers  whose  womenfolk  are  giving  them

considerably more trouble than the German army would have done:

We’re going back to the dear old trenches,

Cozy trenches, good old trenches.

Life’s getting too exciting,
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Trouble’s on our track,

That’s why you and I must go back, back back …

[ … .]

Foeman’s rifles are but trifles

I would charge a battery,

But I’m afraid to meet my wife! (Complete Lyrics 209)

The  play  was  successful  enough  to  have  a  respectable  run  of  four  months,

outlasting the war it celebrated, but Wodehouse s lyrics do not rise above the brightʼ

and banal, and one does not sense that this was a production that inspired him.

The striking contrast between these bouncy lyrics and his brother’s poems

highlights the problem that Wodehouse’s work presents to critics. If we judge him

by the standards appropriate to Armine’s introspective honesty about how he is

being changed by the experience of war, then Wodehouse’ s work must seem trivial,

even repugnant. Yet different criteria are appropriate to different types of literature.

Wodehouse himself once wrote:

I believe there are two ways of writing novels. One is mine,

making the thing a sort of musical comedy without music,

and ignoring real life altogether; the other is going right

deep down into life and not caring a damn. The ones that

fail are the ones where the writer loses his nerve and says:
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“‘My  God!  I  can’t  write  this,  I  must  tone  it  down”’.

(Wodehouse on Wodehouse 313)

The description of his novels as ‘musical comedy without music’ has sometimes

been read as self-disparagement, but it is written by a man who knows how very

difficult it is to write a successful musical comedy, and how much more difficult it

is to do this without the assistance of music – to depend on the pizazz of the prose

alone to do the jobs that music might otherwise have done: for example, providing

incidental pleasures and respites, giving both consistency and variety of tone, and

distracting attention from the mechanics of the plot.  Armine s poetry aims (andʼ

sometimes succeeds) at ‘going right down deep into life and not giving a damn’;

Wodehouse,  even (or  perhaps  especially)  in  works  which  edge close  to  serious

subjects, like The Girl behind the Gun, advertises his flippancy and makes very clear

to readers and audiences the genre in which he is working. For the more serious

kind of writer, to ‘lose his nerve’ would mean avoiding the deeper implications of a

subject, and presenting a glib and ready-made response, flattering to the reader. For

the  lighter  craftsman,  losing  one’s  nerve  would  be  to  avoid  the  heartlessness

appropriate to farce, and to descend into sentimentalism.

The writings of the two brothers can be seen as at two extremes of literary

possibility. Armine is serious, religious, introspective and politically committed; P.

G. is light-hearted, agnostic and sceptical. The gulf between their personalities can

be seen  in  their  contrasting attitudes  to  the  possibility  of  human change.  As  a
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Theosophist, Armine was committed to the idea that humanity can be transformed.

This is reflected in his verse, not only in ‘Before Ginchy’, with its disturbed look at

how war  has  affected  the  poet,  but  also  by  implication  in  Quantum Mutatusʽ ʼ

( How great the change ), in which he marvels at how a doctor has learned to dealʽ ʼ

with casualties:

My nerve has not the steel,

Doctor, of yours! And so you tended him? 

Your fingers dressed each torn and shattered limb? 

You swathed that ruined face? (On Leave 24)

P. G. Wodehouse, by contrast, hardly ever shows his characters changing (outside

the wildly fantastical Mulliner stories where change is exaggerated, ludicrous and

usually disastrous). The triumph of the typical P. G. Wodehouse protagonist is to

have come through an ordeal unscathed, unchanged, unchangeable; it is this that

allows characters like Bertie Wooster and Lord Emsworth to carry on through four

decades of books, without ever altering.

Post-war

In September 1918, P. G. Wodehouse registered for the draft with the British consul

in New York, but the war was nearly over. After the Armistice he remained in New

York,  but  met  several  British  ex-soldiers  therein New York,  including Hamilton

Gibbs, author of The Grey Wave, a tough-minded memoir of the war, and brother to

Philip Gibbs, the most distinguished of the official war correspondents. In 1919 he
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wrote a series of stories about an ex-officer who has come to New York. The Strand

Magazine for March 1920 included the first  of these,  ‛The Man who Married an

Hotel’,  billed by the  Strand as ‛The first story in the funniest series ever written’

(Strand, March 1920, 241). It begins:

Peace had come at last. The Great War, with all its horrors,

its  spy plays,  its  war novels,  its  articles  by our  military

expert,  and its  revues with patriotic  first-act  finales  had

passed away like a dark cloud. The time of Reconstruction

had arrived, and all the old problems had sneaked back

like unwanted dogs from the background into which war

had  thrust  them.  There  they  all  were,  clamouring  for

attention,  just  as  they had been five years  ago.  England

was  asking  herself,  “‘How  about  Ireland?  How  about

Labour? And what on earth are we to do with Archie?”’ To

be exact, this last question was the private property of the

Moffam family.  It  exercised them to  the exclusion of  all

others. (241)

The story  continues,  to  become recognizably the  first  chapter  of  Indiscretions  of

Archie. This serialized version was comprehensively rewritten before publication in
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book  form  by  Herbert  Jenkins;  the  reworking  included  the  removal  of  several

allusions to the war, including this topical opening.7

Archie, we are told later, had been in the army for five years (which means

that  he  must  have  been  one  of  the  earliest  volunteers),  but  is  still  a  second

lieutenant  at  the  end of  his  military service.  He does  not  seem to  have been a

satisfactory soldier. When asked if he knows any swear-words, he replies:

Well,  let  me see.  I  did pick up a few tolerably ripe and

breezy expressions out in France. All through my military

career  there  was  something  about  me  –  some  subtle

magnetism, don’t you know, and that sort of thing – that

seemed to make colonels and blighters of that order rather

inventive.  I  sort  of  inspired  them,  don’t  you  know.  I

remember  one  brass-hat  addressing  me  for  quite  ten

minutes,  saying  something  new  all  the  time.  And  even

then he seemed to think he had only touched the fringe of

the subject. As a matter of fact, he said straight out in the

most frank and confiding way that mere words couldn’t do

justice to me. (IA 218–19)

7  Probably this was so that the book would not seem dated to readers for whom the conflict was becoming a less pressing 

issue; this avoidance of topical references seems to have been typical of Herbert Jenkins, many of whose books lack the publication 

dates and lists of previous printings that might advertise the fact that they were not new work.
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Archie is a cheerful Wodehouse drone who has been left quite unchanged by his

war  service,  the  effect  of  which  has  been  to  render  him even  less  employable.

Archie marries the daughter of an hotel owner, and spends the rest of the novel

annoying  his  father-in-law  by  being  utterly  incompetent  at  everything  he  does

(though luck often helps him to come happily out of difficult situations).

Wodehouse  is  remarkably  free  from the  pieties  about  soldiering  that  one

finds in almost all  the writers who had lived in Britain during the years of the

conflict.  At one point Archie dismisses the war as ‘the time he had spent in the

trenches making the world safe for the working-man to strike in’ (IA 246). In this

comment,  Wodehouse  may  well  be  reflecting  the  dark  comments  of  soldiers

resentful of civilian workers who were not only better paid than soldiers but had

the freedom to strike during wartime,  which the men defending them did not;

Archie’s tone, however, seems cheerfully jocular rather than bitter. On one occasion,

his military experience does turn into something positive. A young woman points a

gun at him, and he is unconcerned: ‘“My dear old soul”, said Archie, “in the recent

unpleasantness in France I had chappies popping off things like that at me all day

and every day for close on five years, and here I am, what!”’‘ (IA 142–3).

Even shell-shock  is  treated  as  a  source  of  comedy.  In  the  episode  of  the

Sausage Chappie (the second story in the Strand serialization, but put towards the

end and divided into two chapters in the novel) Archie meets a man dressed as

incongruously as a clown:  ‘His neck was swathed in a green scarf;  he wore an
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evening-dress coat; and his lower limbs were draped in a pair of tweed trousers

built for a larger man’ (IA 196). Archie recognizes the man as an American soldier

who  had  once  shared  a  sausage  with  him  near  Armentieres  when  he  was

desperately hungry. He discovers that the man has lost his memory, and does not

even know his own name. When Archie tells him of the sausage episode, he says: ‘It

must have been after that that I stopped one. I don’t seem quite to have caught up

with myself since I got hit’ (IA 201).

Keen to help the man, Archie gets him a job as a waiter in his father-in-law’s

hotel.  The story ends farcically with the man recognizing his  wife  when she is

dining with a movie mogul. He empties a bowl of fruit salad over the man’s head,

and then hurls a huckleberry pie at him. His prowess with the pie (together with

his odd appearance) so impresses the mogul that he is offered a job in slapstick

comedy films.

The story is silly, but carried off with characteristic Wodehouse aplomb. What

is unusual for the period is the complete lack of sentimentality about ex-soldiers.

Works  like  John  Galsworthy’s  1920  story  ‘The  Man  Who  Kept  his  Form’ were

already presenting the unemployable ex-officer as a figure of pathos, reduced to

miserable poverty after giving the best years of his life to his country; in a few

years’ time Warwick Deeping would wring tears out of the nation when his best-

seller  Sorrell and Son depicted an officer forced into undignified employment as a
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hotel porter. Wodehouse keeps clear of such invitations to sentimental feeling, but

runs the risk of seeming insensitive.8

While  Wodehouse  was  still  in  New  York,  The  Girl  behind  the  Gun was

radically revised for a post-Armistice London production (as  Kissing Time, at the

Winter  Gardens Theatre,  where it  opened on 20 May  20,  1919,  and ran for an

impressive  430  performances);  the  wartime  references  are  minimized,  and  the

colonel now sings cheerfully that the men of the fighting Forty-Third have been

demobilized.

Wodehouse returned to England in 1920 (by which time his brother, Armine,

had  left  the  army;  he  would  soon  be  heading  back  to  India)9.  A letter  to  Bill

Townend  betrays  a  jokey  uneasiness;  having  surmised  that  ‘it  was  humanly

impossible  to go through the war as  [a  soldier  like Bill]  did and not  come out

feeling that things were a bit off’, he wrote:

I’ll buck you up when I get home. That’s to say if I’m not

arrested  and  shoved  in  chokey  for  not  helping  to  slug

Hunble Kaiser. How does the law stand in that respect? I

registered for  the  draft  over  here  –  age  sixty-three,  sole

support of wife and nine children, totally blind and all the

8  Wodehouse was not, however, alone in using shell-shock as a source of comedy. The farce Three Live Ghosts, performed in

London and New York, and successful enough to inspire three film versions, gets much of its comedy from the erratic antics of 

‘Spoofy’, whom shell-shock has rendered both amnesiac and kleptomaniac.

9 Armine Wodehouse continued to write poems, and was a regular contributor of accomplished light verse to the Times of 

India in the twenties, under the pen name of ‘Senex’. 
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rest of it, but ought I to have done anything in England. I

thought  not,  as  I  was out  of  the  country when the  war

started,  and  anyway  wouldn’t  have  been  a  dam  bit  of

good, as my only pair of spectacles would have bust in the

first charge. (Ratcliffe 124)

His wartime absence seems not to have been a major issue,  however.  The early

Jeeves stories and Something Fresh, the first Blandings novel, had established him as

a  major  humourist,  and  the  twenties  were  years  of  great  financial  success  and

remarkable productivity. After  Indiscretions of Archie, he did not again experiment

with bringing the war into his fiction.10 When his novels and stories were set in

England it was increasingly an England where the war had never taken place. In

this, he seems to have been in tune with the mood of the fiction-buying public of

the  nineteen-twenties.  The  events  of  1914–1918  still  loomed large  in  the  public

mind, and were commemorated intensely by the building of war memorials and

the compilation of regimental histories as tributes to the dead; the public’s taste in

fiction,  however,  seems  to  have  been  for  works  that  reasserted  the  primacy  of

civilian life, or that found adventure in foreign travel or romance rather than on the

battlefield. The 1920s consolidated Wodehouse’s literary reputation, and what he

had done or had not done during the war seems not to have been an issue.

10  Except, possibly, for the story ‘Goodbye to All Cats’ (which appeared in the Strand and Cosmopolitan in 1934 and was 

collected in Young Men in Spats, 1936). As well as a title that pays homage to Robert Graves, the story contains a lively paragraph in 

which the battle between Freddie Widgeon and a cat is described in terms reminiscent of war reporting.
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The question would not quite go unforgotten, however. Two decades later,

when Wodehouse  made the  Berlin  broadcasts  that  attracted so  much odium in

Britain, W. A. Darlington (another Herbert Jenkins author, but one who had fought

in the Great War,  and whose novel  Alf’s  Button had been one of the few comic

products of the war to outlast mere topicality) wrote to the  Daily Telegraph:  ‘The

beginning of the last war found him in America. He remained there, and amassed a

comfortable fortune, while his friends fought’ (quoted in Sproat 17).

Like the question of whether Wodehouse would still have been a great comic

writer had he attended Oxford as he and his family had hoped, speculation about

whether he would have written differently had he remained in England during the

war  years  is  unanswerably  hypothetical.  Possibly  his  characteristic  lightness  of

touch would have been harder to maintain; possibly it was the inclination to avoid

the subject of the war that led him to create the imaginary England that delights his

readers.  What  seems very likely,  however,  is  that  his  absence from the country

during these years meant that he did not experience at first hand the emotions of a

country strongly committed to the war effort. Had his understanding of this been

fuller,  it  might  have  saved  him  from  a  grievous  mistake;  he  might  not  have

underestimated the impact of his radio broadcasts in 1941. 
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